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Toward the discovery of itemsets with significant
variations in gene expression matrices

Mehdi Kaytoue-Uberall, Sébastien Duplessis and Amedeo Napoli

Abstract This paper presents new syntactic constraints for itemset mining in gene
expression matrices. Biologists are interested in identifying gene expression pro-
files which present similar quantitative variation features. A two dimensional gene
expression profile representation is introduced and adapted to itemset mining allow-
ing to control gene expression. Syntactic constraints introduce expert knowledge at
the beginning of the Knowledge Discovery in Databases process and are used to
discover itemsets with significant expression variations from a large collection of
gene expression profiles.

1 Introduction

Each gene in a cell is expressed with respect to ongoing cellular processes or in
response to particular stresses. The expression of a gene affects the production of
RNAmand generally of proteins. Recent microarray technologiesallow simultane-
ous quantitifcation of the expression of each single gene ofa genome in a given
biological situation. The expression of a gene in several biological situations deter-
mines itsgene expression profile. Gene expression matrices present thousands of
profiles: numerical clustering methods, e.g. hierarchicalclustering, K-Means and
Self Organizing Maps (see [3] for a survey), are generally applied to find profile
clusters.

Meanwhile, symbolic data mining methods such as itemset search [6, 1] and
association rules extraction [2] are emerging thanks to their ease of result interpre-
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tation and strong local association of clusters. These methods take binary data as
input and the following problems may appear: (i) data need tobe binarized intro-
ducing biases and loss of information, (ii) computed itemset collections are huge,
and (iii) a few proportion of itemsets is biologically relevant for a given biological
study.

This paper presents a set of new syntactic constraints for managing numerical ex-
pression variations by introducing a two dimensional gene representation (see Sec-
tion 2) also applied to itemsets (Section 3). This representation allows a biologist
to easily determine with the help of basic operations what sort of gene expression
profile may be of interest. Furthermore, constraints ensures that only itemsets pre-
senting desired variations are discovered, thus answeringproblems (ii) and (iii). A
solution for (i) is discussed in the research perspectives.

2 Gene representation

A gene expression profile (GEP) is considered as a vector of numerical values such
as(1050,1950,1503) for Gene 1 in Table 1 describing the expression of the gene in
given situations (Sa,Sb,Sc). Modalities are used for describing the expression of the
gene, e.g. W (Weak), N (Normal), and S (Strong). Thus a gene can be represented as
a 2D vectorg= {(a1,n1), ...,(ap,np)} whereak is a biological situation andnk is an
integer associated to the modality qualifying the situation. In our example, the set of
modalities is{W,N,S} corresponding to values of GEP respectively ranging in the
intervals[0,5000[, [5000,10000[ and[10000,20000]. The integer 0 is associated to
W, 1 to N and 2 to S. The bounds of the intervals are dependent onexpert knowledge.
Figure 1 shows the histogram associated to Table 1. A bar indicates the number of
genes that have expression in the same interval in a situation. For example, two
genes have modality W (Gene 1, Gene 2), two others have modality N (Gene 3,
Gene 4) and one has modality S (Gene 5). Now, the 2D-GEP vectorfor, e.g. Gene
5, is{(Sa,2),(Sb,0),(Sc,2)}.

Sa Sb Sc

Gene 1 1050 1950 1503
Gene 2 3025 4100 1708
Gene 3 8057 5057 1500
Gene 4 7392 6020 1300
Gene 5 16070 3021 17548

Table 1 An example of Microarray gene ex-
pression dataset. Fig. 1 The histogram associated to Table 1.

Biologists are interested in groups of genes showing similar expression levels.
They can infer similar biological functions or membership to the same cellular pro-
cess [4]. Two types of groups are distinguished: varying andconstant groups. Typ-
ically, the biologist focuses on small and homogeneous genegroups presenting the
most important variations simultaneously. Interpretation of variations leads after ex-
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perimental validations to the discovery of gene functions.Large variations are im-
portant and allow to discriminate genes responsible of a particular cellular process
or diseases [4].

In a 2D-GEP vector, an amplitude is defined as the largest difference between all
valuesnk (k ∈ [2, p], not defined otherwise). The higher the amplitude is the higher
the biological relevance is (see Table 2). Different groupsof genes can be distin-
guished depending on their amplitude: null or non null amplitude. Genes presenting
the same 2D-GEP are considered to be in a same group. For example, Gene 1 and
Gene 2 have the same 2D-GEP.

Gene 2D-GEP Maximal Amplitude Biological relevance

{Gene 1, Gene 2} {(Sa,0), (Sb,0), (Sc,0)} 0−0 = 0 low
{Gene 3, Gene 4} {(Sa,1), (Sb,1), (Sc,0)} 1−0 = 1 medium
{Gene 5} {(Sa,2), (Sb,0), (Sc,2)} 2−0 = 2 high

Table 2 2D-GEP vectorial representation.

3 Definition of 2D-itemsets for GEP

In this section, standard itemset search [5] is adapted to 2D-GEP. A 2D-itemset
X = {(a1,n1),(a2,n2), ...,(ap,np)} is a set of pairs wherep is the length of the
2D-itemset,ak is an attribute name, andnk is the value ofak (k∈ [1, p]).

Given a set of genesG, a set of attributesM (actually, attributes denote pairs
(ai,ni)), a relationI ⊆ G×M is defined as follows:(g,m) ∈ I means that the gene
g include m in its 2D-GEP. For example,{(Sa,0)} is a 2D-itemset of length 1,
{(Sa,1),(Sb,1)(Sc,0)} is a 2D-itemset of length 3. The image of an itemsetX is the
set of objects including the itemset. The cardinality of theimage ofX is calledsup-
port. An itemset isfrequentif its support is greater than a given minimal frequency.
An itemset isclosedif adding an item changes its support.

Gene (Sa,0) (Sa,1) (Sa,2) (Sb,0) (Sb,1) (Sb,2) (Sc,0) (Sc,1) (Sc,2)

Gene 1 × × ×
Gene 2 × × ×
Gene 3 × × ×
Gene 4 × × ×
Gene 5 × × ×

Table 3 Binary table derived from 2D-GEP. Attributes denote pairs.

Biological application. A biologist may be interested in mining 2D-itemsets from
a set of 2D-GEP with respect to a set of constraints. It allow biologists to introduce
their knowledge and preferences for a given biological study at the beginning of a
Knowledge Discovery in Databases process. A lot of combinations are possible in
order to formalize expert knowledge [7].
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Frequent itemsets (support) {(Sa,0)}(2), {(Sa,1)}(2), {(Sb,1)}(2), {(Sa,0), (Sb,0)}(2),
{(Sa,0), (Sc,0)}(2), {(Sa,1), (Sb,1)}(2), {(Sa,1), (Sc,0)}(2),
{(Sb,0), (Sc,0)}(2), {(Sb,1), (Sc,0)}(2)

Frequent closed itemsets (sup-
port) (maximal amplitude)

{(Sb,0)}(3)(-), {(Sc,0)}(4)(-), {(Sa,0), (Sb,0), (Sc,0)}(2)(0),
{(Sa,1), (Sb,1), (Sc,0)}(2)(1)

Table 4 Frequent and frequent closed itemsets from Table 3. Minimalfrequency is 2/5.

For example, the biologist can search for itemsets presenting high variations be-
tween a normal (a1) and a cancerous cell (a2). A 2D-itemsetZ = {(a1,n1),(a2,n2)}
is interesting iff|n1−n2| > δ , whereδ is a minimum threshold. In the same way,
a biologist can search for itemsets with high variations, i.e. max{|ni −n j |,0 6 j <

i 6 p} > δ . Some itemsets have a high global expression whereas othershave a
low one. The latter itemsets are generally patterns of specific genes such as those
encoding receptors or transcription factors associated tolow expression levels. The
average on allnk may be used in the constraint.

4 Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper, we have presented a method for transforming complex data describing
gene expression profiles into standard binary tables. In this way, we are able to apply
classical itemset search algorithms (e.g. Apriori or Charm[8]) or association rule
extraction algorithms to these complex data. This transformation is based on 2D-
itemsets, an extension of classical symbolic itemset. Moreover, knowledge domain
can be embedded into constraints to be used within the data mining process.
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